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abouT CamCo TeChnologies

Camco Technologies is the leading technology company in innovative terminal auto-
mation solutions and services. Since 1999, our systems empower marine and railway 
terminal operators to increase their performance and safety while reducing operating 
costs. 

Already 150+ terminal operators worldwide successfully optimized their gate, crane, rail 
and yard processes using our highly accurate OCR technology, robust kiosk systems 
and advanced Gate Operating System. 

Camco’s core business exists of products that automate the handover process of con-
tainers by using visual-assisted and micro location technologies. In-house developed 
OCR-based systems accurately register containers entering or leaving the terminal by 
any means of transport, enabling the TOS to make the right decisions. The powerful 
combination of OCR technology with micro location technology provides accurate 
information on where a specific container was lifted or dropped. 

Camco’s hardware and software systems can be customized and are designed for seam-
less integration with other systems, such as the TOS, vehicle booking and planning 
systems. 
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Advanced automation at 
CFL intermodal terminal and 
logistics park

CFL terminals is a new intermodal terminal located in the 
center of the Eurohub South Industrial zone in Dudelange. 
The terminal is dedicated to the transshipment of containers, 
swap bodies, craneable and non-craneable semi-trailers. The 
terminal covers an area of more than 33 ha and efficiently 
handles train-to-train transshipment and gateway volumes 
using its ultramodern infrastructure. In addition to the 
intermodal terminal, a secured truck stop with a capacity of 
400 trucks is being built, which will provide services to the 
truckers visiting the site: sanitary facilities, workshops, food 
services, cleaning and fuel station.

Planned annual throughput is 300.000 trailers and 300.000 
containers. As the combined container terminal can handle 
up to 12 trains per day and the rail motorway 16 trains per day, 
the turnaround time needs to be extremely optimized. The 
dwell time for trailers and containers is very short allowing for 
a high annual throughput.

Mr Peter Van der Jeugd, Vice Managing Director CFL 
multimodal Group and Mr Daniel Feyder, Director of CFL 
terminals, confirm that one of the biggest advantages of the 
terminal is its geographic location in the heart of Europe and 
its proximity to major transport infrastructure: directly located 
at crossroads of important highway routes, right next to the 
international marshalling yard and the Eurohub South logistics 

park. Combined train shuttles connect the terminal to the 
main industrial regions and the ports of the North Sea,  the 
Baltic Sea and Southern Europe.

Partnership with Camco for 
advanced automation
Camco supplied Truck and Rail systems for the operational 
areas of CFL. They are linked by Camco's Gate Operating 
System (GOS), which is used in all areas. The GOS plays a crucial 
role in the central management of the access to each of these 
areas: the logistics park, the intermodal terminal and the 
secured truck stop. The terminal plans to handle about 1500 
trucks per day, and the gate systems, covering two “photo 
lanes” and six kiosk lanes, facilitate the easy flow and access 
of the trucks to the terminal. At the three exits there are two 
photo lanes and two kiosk lanes per exit. 

“Innovation is key,” explains Peter Van der Jeugd. “The high-
performing infrastructure is based on advanced technologies, 
such as the LOHR rail motorway technology used on the rail 
motorway platform to transfer non-craneable semi-trailers, 
the electronic weighing system, the semi-automated portal 
cranes as well as the fully automated security and access 
controls based on Camco’s terminal automation solutions.”

INTERVIEW WITH PETER VAN DER JEUGD, VICE MANAGING DIRECTOR CFL 
MULTIMODAL GROUP AND DANIEL FEYDER, DIRECTOR OF CFL TERMINALS

Mr Peter Van der Jeugd, 

Vice Managing Director 

CFL Multimodal Group 

and Mr Daniel Feyder, 

Director of CFL terminals
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CFL intermodal terminal: gate 
automation and access control
More in particular, CFL’s intermodal terminal’s main gate and side 
gates have been equipped with Camco’s OCR camera portals, 
processing truck and container data and capturing images for 
condition recording. In the subsequent gate lanes, driver kiosks and 
LPR technology are installed to validate all data and present drop 
and pick-up zone.

Continuous communication with the Interman TOS supplied by 
B. Rekencentra ensures correct and timely decisions for smooth 
terminal operations.

Automatic processing of rail freight
The combined terminal processes up to 28 freight trains per day, 
handling the transfer of shipments from road to rail. All freight trains 
pass via a Camco-designed Rail OCR Portal enabling automated 
identification, inspection and inventory of rail freight and wagons. 

To ensure that all railway vehicles and their loads comply with specific 
dimensions and are thus suited for particular rail transport routes, 
Camco has installed an innovative loading gauge system.

There are in total four tracks, each 700m long (holding 20 wagons) 
on the terminal where containers are handled with RMGs and two 
tracks, each 700m long, to handle trailers.

For handling the trailers, CFL uses an automatic hydraulic loading 
system provided by LOHR, which allows handling a full train in 
about three hours. As the system was developed in 2006, CFL was 
one of the early adopters already using it in September 2007. The 
LOHR Railway system greatly improves speed and efficiency for 
handling all types of semi-trailers during loading and unloading of 
train wagons.

Container trains are handled by dedicated RMGs, and at the landside 
interface two reach stackers are available. The reach stackers handle 
the IMDG containers and the empty containers. The terminal’s 
workshop provides facilities to maintain the terminal handling 
equipment and to service containers.

Selecting the right supplier

CFL-multimodal conducted an extensive 
market study to select the right supplier 
and partner for the truck and train gates 
and the overall software to manage the 
access to the terminal.

The predefined requirements for the 
systems were quite extensive:

1. One access card for all areas, centrally 
managed. 

2. Automatic recognition of license 
plates, container data, trailers. 

3. High-resolution pictures to prove the 
status of trucks, trailers and containers.

CFL-multimodal appointed Camco to 
provide the gate and rail automation 
solutions for the following reasons:

• Maximum use of automation. 

• TOS interfacing capabilities.

• Able to handle the planned volumes.

• References given by existing 
Camco users.

• The high quality of the pictures 
captured by the systems.

• System availability and reliability.

• The reliability of the OCR results.

• The high recognition rates, reducing 
the exception handling.

• The modular concept of kiosks and 
OCR portals: a guarantee for the ease 
of maintenance and replacing parts 
when needed. 

• Price.

• The company characteristics: number 
of staff, turnover, vision, strategy, 
continuity.

Rail OCR Portal
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Integrated access control system 
for logistics park, warehouse, 
intermodal terminal & secured 
truck stop
To ensure that only authorized visitors and personnel are 
allowed to access specific areas of Eurohub South, Camco 
has implemented an integrated security and access control 
system. All visitors - trucks, cars, light vehicles and pedestrians -  
use the same access card, supplied by Camco, to access either 
of the facilities. 

Tuned to user-friendliness for 
truck drivers
The entire truck flow and the user interfaces at the kiosks have 
been developed for ease-of-use by the truck drivers visiting 
the terminal. The truck drivers come from many different 
countries speaking a large variety of languages. Arriving at 
the kiosk, the drivers can select their native language.  Having 
drivers interact with the system in their own language greatly 
contributes to the speed and accuracy of the processes and 
user satisfaction levels: drivers love to come to CFL multimodal.

CFL multimodal organized meetings with trucking companies 
to train drivers and familiarize them with using the systems. 

In addition, the company provided instruction sheets to the 
trucking community explaining the process and the flow.

Temporary access cards are assigned to truckers occasionally 
visiting the site, while permanent trucker ID cards are 
distributed to drivers visiting the terminal on a frequent basis.

Ease of use of the system by the truck drivers was a key 
selection criteria when evaluating vendors.

Ease of maintenance
Another important element in the selection process was the 
ease of maintenance and modular concept of the Camco 
systems. The technical department of CFL multimodal is 
perfectly capable of replacing modular components. CFL 
multimodal has a stock of spare parts for incidental repairs. 
When needed, issues are escalated to Camco. In the startup 
phase, there were a few hiccups, but these are being taken 
care of and the support teams are working on improving 
response times.

Tips for successful implementation
Mr Van Der Jeugd and Mr Feyder are happy to share wise 
advice for terminals implementing automation projects:

• Have a clear view and definition of processes and flows. 
Camco contributed with its experience and expertise.

• Good preparation: make sure staff is well trained 
and prepared for the operational changes. Since CFL 

Security Gates at Eurohub South Logistics Park
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multimodal already used a system in the past, the change 
management was less encompassing.

• Get everybody to buy in and stay focused.

• Put advantages first: Improved customer service, less 
stops by using the “self check-in”.

• Communicate clearly on the changes, new processes and 
flows being implemented.

• Do include the technical and maintenance departments 
in the implementation. They play a key role for 
maintenance, scheduled and incidental maintenance.

• Select a supplier you can rely on, with proven knowledge 
and expertise.

Planned next steps
After the successful implementation and go-live, CFL 
multimodal plans to define and implement key performance 
indicators (KPIs) and metrics to measure the terminal’s 
performance on various levels.  Based on the results, the 
group’s operational management will assess processes and 
procedures, interpret the metrics and develop and implement 
further optimization of processes and procedures.

Innovation is in CFL multimodal’s 
DNA 
CFL multimodal was among the first terminals to implement 
the innovative LOHR train loading systems enabling them 
to handle any trailer. CFL multimodal has a department 
dedicated to innovation and continuous improvement to 
further optimize customer service and customer experience. 
Improving the way CFL multimodal does business with their 
customers is a continuous process and gets a lot of attention 
within the company.

The implementation of the Camco truck and train systems 
fit in CFL multimodal’s continuous innovation strategy. The 
innovation department constantly screens new developments 
and evaluates how new technologies can contribute to the 
efficiency and effectivity of the CFL multimodal operations.

In a next phase, CFL multimodal may consider implementing 
dedicated pre-gate processes and a VBS system to better plan 
the truck calls. In addition, automatic damage recognition is 
high on the list and would be a great add-on.

Successful go-live
March 6, 2017: Phase 1, no GOS, system switch.

June 19, 2017: GOS go-live. Successful switch. 

The fact that good instructions were provided to 
all drivers also contributed to the success. 

After 6 months, CFL multimodal confirms that very 
few exceptions occurred.  

Access control to warehouse
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Improved rail- and landside 
operations with OCR on RMG 
Mounted Gantry Cranes
CAMCO’S CRANE OCR SOLUTIONS FOR RAIL MOUNTED GANTRY CRANES ALLOW 
FAST AND AUTOMATED RAIL- AND LANDSIDE CONTAINER HANDLING.

Camco’s patented BoxCatcher is well established in the market 
- and considered as a reference - as a powerful Crane OCR solu-
tion used on Ship-to-Shore cranes for automating container 
handling. This camera system accurately identifies containers 
during loading and discharge, and provides full crane OCR 
covering container ID, ISO code, seal presence, IMDG label 
and door direction. What is less known, is that this BoxCatcher 
solution is a perfect fit to automate rail- and landside con-
tainer handling, when applied to Rail Mounted Gantry Cranes 
(RMGC). 

Terminals with high container volumes at the railside can ben-
efit from installing a BoxCatcher system on their RMGCs for fast 
and accurate container registration, including IMDG label and 
seal detection.

Especially the combination of Camco’s Rail OCR Portal with 
RMGC Crane OCR is a powerful solution: The Rail OCR Portal 
ensures that all incoming rail cars and containers are identi-
fied and a complete inventory (with updated load list and 
railcar sequence) is sent to the TOS, minutes after the train 
has passed the portal. The complementary TrainGate Operator 
application is used for exception handling and supports live 
shunting, meaning that the train inventory is updated accord-
ing to the shunting activities. Rail tallymen thus no longer 
need to record this information at the shunting tracks before 
containers are moved by cranes.   

Complementing this system with OCR technology mounted 
on the RMG crane will take automated container handling 

to the next level. Although the Rail OCR Portal supports the 
detection of container seals and IMDG labels, these are often 
hardly scannable on the container’s short sides. An OCR cam-
era system on the RMGC will make up for this, providing 360° 
container images, including IMDG and seal detection. The 
RMGC Crane OCR solution will check every container before 
handling it and thus ensures that only the correct containers 
are loaded or discharged. Any previous load list or inventory 
errors will thus be undone. Another valuable feature is that 
Camco’s RMGC OCR solution can be integrated with 3rd party 
weighing solutions in the spreader: when the container 
weight is determined during RMGC handling, the data is 
linked with the OCR results and sent on to the TOS. 

Similarly, terminals that make use of RMG Cranes in the yard 
can benefit from the automatic registration of the hand-over 
process between trucks and the stack.

RMGC Crane OCR in practice
Camco’s strength lies in providing custom-tailored solutions, fit 
to serve your terminal’s specific needs. We assist you in analyz-
ing your needs and defining the best strategy. Together with 
you, our engineers will design the most optimal solutions and 
accomplish your business goals. 

Depending on the RMG crane type and especially on the ter-
minal specific operations, different RMGC Crane OCR solutions 
can be offered.  

OCR support for:

Container number

ISO code

Container size

Container type 

Seal presence

IMDG classification

Door direction

Results:

• Automated rail- and landside container 
handling

• Fast and accurate container registration 
including seal and IMDG labels

• Complete container and railcar inventory 

• Improved TOS planning and data quality

• Seamless TOS integration 

• Reduced operational cost
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Fixed BoxCatcher
Set of two opposite BoxCatcher camera systems 

with built-in lighting on a fixed position on the 

crane.  This requires that the spreader path is fixed 

at a certain height and all container moves thus 

take place in-between the opposite cameras.

Implemented at Hutchison Ports BEST, Barcelona

BoxCatcher on service rail
Set of two opposite BoxCatcher camera systems 

with built-in lighting mounted on a service rail. 

The cameras are positioned on a fixed specific 

height, but can be moved up or downwards to an 

easy-to-reach maintenance position.

Implemented in Rotterdam, California, Lazaro

Moving BoxCatcher on rail
Set of two opposite BoxCatcher camera systems 

with built-in lighting mounted on a dynamic rail 

with integrated motorized belt. The cameras move 

at a speed of 4m/s and automatically follow the 

container trajectory.  

Fully customized setup
Fully customized BoxCatcher system: based on 

the specific operational requirements and envi-

ronmental characteristics, the system can be 

extended and adapted to fit your needs.
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Higher level of automation 
demands high available and 
easy maintainable systems 
CAMCO’S TERMINAL AUTOMATION SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED FOR HIGH AVAILABILITY, 
LONG SERVIVE LIFE AND EASY MAINTENANCE. LONG-TERM M&S CONTRACTS AND 
WARRANTY KEEP YOUR SYSTEMS UP AND RUNNING. 

Preventive maintenance program 
and ad hoc repair procedures
For any terminal it is key to have a preventive maintenance 
program in place to ensure operational excellence and to 
guarantee a maximum in-service lifespan of all equipment and 
systems. Such a program not only covers the maintenance of 
container handling equipment, but extends to the infrastruc-
ture, and each and every system. 

Terminal operators need to put in place good preventive main-
tenance planning and predictive service, and at the same time 
have procedures in place for incidental and emergency main-
tenance to ensure maximum uptime.  

Camco’s field equipment and software are no exception to the 
rule. Our gate automation systems, which include equipment 
such as cameras, laser systems, driver kiosks and floodlights, 
also require preventive maintenance to allow the terminal 
to continue operating uninterrupted. The same applies to 
Camco’s rail and crane OCR systems. 

Designing for long service life
At Camco, we take pride in designing systems for long service 
life. Our camera portal structures (material: anodized alu-
minum) and kiosk frames (material: powder-coated aluminum) 
can easily go 10 years, provided that they are properly main-
tained and serviced. Technology such as the OCR cameras, LED 
lights and Field Electrical Equipment, may need to be updated 
sooner to keep pace with new developments, such as artificial 
intelligence and neural networks. 

This was the case at two of the Transnet Durban terminals, 
where the client recently decided to upgrade the complete 
system because of the availability of new technology. In 2008, 
Camco implemented a gate automation system at Transnet 
Durban Container Terminal (DCT) Pier 1. For nearly 10 years, 
this system has been functioning without any major issues. 
The systems installed at that time included two inbound and 
two outbound camera portals, as well as driver pedestals, Field 
Equipment Cabinets, traffic lights and barriers for a total of 9 
truck gate lanes.  

Strategic partnership  

with JRS Solutions 

(Durban, South Africa) 

reduces response time 

for service interventions 

and technical support
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Designing for safe and 
easy maintenance
Initial product design also takes into account the ease of 
maintenance. Camco’s driver kiosks for example, feature easily 
replaceable kiosk modules (printer, VoIP, card reader, ... mod-
ules), which can be swapped in just a few minutes.  

Safety is a key consideration when performing maintenance 
on container handling equipment. Our BoxCatcher camera 
system allows for safe and easy maintenance: this moving 
camera system that is mounted to the STS crane can be 
brought down to its home base where it is easily accessible 
without any impact on the operations or the performance of 
the crane. The system does not contain any moving cables 
inside the rails, allowing longer service life. 

Maintenance & Support contracts
To ensure the availability and performance of our terminal 
automation systems, Camco offers long-term Maintenance & 
Support contracts. Such a contract includes:

1/ 24/7 remote support for software and hardware systems. 
Camco Support will diagnose and resolve reported issues, and 
plan any required on-site interventions. 

2/ On-site interventions by qualified Camco technicians.   
A stock of spare parts is usually kept on-site to allow smooth 
interventions. 

3/ Yearly preventive maintenance visit with hardware health-
check and remote software audit.

4/ Yearly OCR audit for all OCR-based systems. 

Ease of maintenance, long service life and 

high MTBF are core design parameters for 

Camco's products.

CAMCO SUPPORT is now working in shifts to better serve cus-

tomers worldwide.  During weekdays, dedicated support engineers 

work around the clock. The team has grown to 12 people, who are 

based at Camco's Headquarters in Belgium. You can reach them by 

email or phone.  During weekends and on public holidays, you will 

reach the engineer on call. All support calls are logged and managed 

through Camco's trouble ticket system. 

CONTACT CAMCO SUPPORT

+32-16-404141  
support@camco.be

S U P P O R T@ C A M C O. b e



Truck OCR portals capture container data and 
images of in- and outbound traffic.

Rail OCR portal for automated inspection, identi-
fication and inventory of railcars and containers.

Driver kiosks at the truck gates validate data and 
present drop & pick-up location.

BoxCatcher ARMG Crane OCR. BoxCatcher STS Crane OCR to identify containers 
during loading & discharge.

CamCo Times

Camco automates the hand-over process of containers    using visual-assisted & micro location technologies
We automate



Transfer point kiosks assist truckers at  container 
interchange zone.

Pre-gate kiosks allow checks at terminal entry 
and exit.

Micro Location Technology under STS crane to 
optimize TT & SC alignment

CamCo Times

Camco automates the hand-over process of containers    using visual-assisted & micro location technologies
You operate
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Using deep learning to push 
recognition rates to a maximum 
and exception jobs to a minimum

Game changing technology
Camco is renowned for its highly performing OCR engines 
and has proven solutions serving many terminals worldwide. 
In our constant striving to further increase the accuracy of 
our systems, we are investing significantly in the continuous 
improvement of recognition rates.

As a market leader keen on innovation, Camco decided 3 
years  ago to extend its Artificial Intelligence (AI) know-how 
with Deep Learning techniques to further enhance its systems. 
Our software team has successfully implemented deep learn-
ing models into our OCR camera software, providing excellent 
results.    

In traditional OCR systems, programmers use hand-coded 
rules to define specific patterns or features. The OCR engines 
scan images to search and recognize these patterns or 
features. Each pattern, font, font size, etc. needs to be pro-
grammed in the software to achieve good recognition rates 
and high confidence levels. However, in some cases the tra-
ditional OCR engines generate false positives: a result that the 
OCR engine claims to be correct, but is actually not.

For the development and deployment of artificial intelligence 
and deep learning solutions, Camco relies on a team of 6 

computer vision experts, who have integrated this technology 
into the latest OCR engines. 

Developing systems with deep learning functionality is a 
highly complex matter needing extensive knowledge and 
expertise and requires a strong and solid architecture of 
software and hardware components. Camco’s 19 years of 
experience allows to get the maximum out of the combina-
tion of traditional OCR engines and Artificial Intelligence.

Deep learning and images
Deep learning is one of many approaches to machine learning 
and includes several technologies. When working mostly with 
images, convolutional neural networks (CNN) is one of those 
groundbreaking technologies. 

Explaining convolutional neural networks is a challenge. This 
new generation of image recognition algorithms was inspired 
by studies on the visual cortex of animals. These networks 
mimic how the brain extracts abstract information from the 
signals generated by the optical nerves in the eye. This infor-
mation could be shapes like squares or triangles etc, but also 
the silhouette of a person, a car or any object.

Just like the human brain, convolutional neural networks learn 
by experience. Therefore, developers no longer need to hand-
craft patterns or features to look for in the image. But provided 

A NEW GENERATION OF OCR ENGINES BASED ON CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL 
NETWORKS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. 

Door 

No door

Tank

Flat rack

100%

FIGURE 1: Example of container classification, illustrating the end-to-end learning principle. An image goes in, a result comes out. In 
between, the network has self-learned the meaningful features of a certain class, based on the thousands of images that were fed.  In 
the case of a container door, these are the company logo, bars and hinges, container number and other textual information. The center 
heatmap illustrates that our network has learned to extract these features very well.

INPUT OUTPUTFEATURE EXTRACTION     
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with a large number of labeled images - the training set - the 
network self-learns the features that comprise an object. What 
these features are exactly, depends on the dataset and the 
architecture of the network. A car detector for example, might 
learn the individual parts that make up a car, such as tires, radi-
ator and learn to recognize the shapes and textures of each of 
these parts and combine them.

The process of supervised learning requires that Camco feeds 
the networks with lots of high quality images and annota-
tions (objects contained in an image and their location within 
the image). The process of collecting a high quality dataset 
and optimizing both the data, the models and the training 
procedures are complex processes, requiring expertise and 
resources. But the results are quite rewarding.

It has taken Camco a lot of investment and effort to reach the 
benchmarks and targets we set out when we started develop-
ing this technology. But through combination of high-tech 
engineered sensor solutions, running on hardware optimized 
for deep learning (NVIDIA TX2) and software developed, reli-
able results are obtained.

How do terminals benefit? 
Our extensive and augmented datasets - containing images 
from all over the world - are the basis of our generic convolu-
tional models that produce better recognition rates, lowering 
the number of exception jobs. 

Following examples illustrate what is difficult to define using 
traditional OCR software, while accurately read using our lat-
est models: partly occluded characters (1), dirty and damaged 
characters; mixed font sizes and font colors (2); puzzle charac-
ters (3), shadows; damage (4). 

There is also an indirect impact on operations. Based on some 
straightforward classifications, such as determining the door 
side of a container, our engine can decide if seal detection is 
necessary or where it has to look for the container number.  
See FIGURE 1.

License Plate OCR rates Before After

Site 1 (USA) 84,8% 99,4%

Site 2 (South America) 84% 98%

Site 3 (Europe) 76,9% 91,6%

Site 4 (Europe - Belgium) 93% 99,8%

FIGURE 2: Examples of numbers accurately read using Camco's 
deep learning models.

TABLE 1: This table illustrates how various customer sites experi-
encing issues with license plate recognition, significantly improved 
after Camco's License Plate OCR software was upgraded to the 
newest one, using deep learning models. 

The results show that there is an enormous step forward in the 
rates for license plate OCR accuracy. In one project, deep learning 
moved accuracy rates for license plate recognition from 76,9% to 
over 91%. The same generic models are used for all sites. 

Deep learning in other applications: 
damages, crane spreader flight path
Current results are very good, and we see more areas where 
AI will contribute to the efficiency and effectivity of terminals. 
One key area is the enhancement of damaged characters and 
data. AI helps in “repairing” damaged data seen in pictures. Like 
the human brain, AI helps the OCR engines to add missing 
pieces of characters, allowing to extract information.

Recognizing damages on containers is another area where 
deep learning may prove very useful. Although this is very 
complex matter, Camco is investing in developing technology 
to automatically detect damages. However, this will require 
significant time and resources. 

For the crane systems, AI helps in predicting the movement of 
objects. By looking at the start of the container flight path dur-
ing the vessel operations, AI will contribute to predict where 
the container will pass the portal legs. This calculated predic-
tion will be used to move the BoxCatcher to the right window 
faster and more accurately. 

FIGURE 3: Container trajectory taken from the Crane Operator 
Application: The green line represents the actual container flight 
path from start to end. The red line represents the progressive 
position of the cameras, as steered by the AI predictions.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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When tracking and predicting the flight path of the container, 
this data is valuable to improve the operational skills of the 
quay crane driver. Cutting travel distance of the spreader/
crane trolley shortens the cycle time of the quay crane and 
improves the hourly performance of the quay crane resulting 
in shorter vessel turnaround times.  

Hardware and software tuned for 
optimal results
The use of deep learning and AI requires a lot of processing 
capacity. AI and deep learning use complicated algorithmic 
models and processing of matrix data. The hardware and the 
software need to work in perfect harmony. 

Fortunately, these deep learning algorithms can be pro-
cessed very efficiently on GPUs (Graphical Processing Unit) of 
computers. 

Actually, these algorithms run easily up to 100 times faster on 
a GPU compared to a CPU. Companies such as NVIDIA make 
special GPU based hardware specifically for AI processing.

For the processing of the images there are four options: pro-
cessing on a central server, processing on the local camera 
CPU, on a GPU cloud (several companies as Amazon, Google 
and Microsoft have large farms of GPU processors) or a local 
GPU. 

Camco’s AI applications are high demanding in function of 
speed (real-time application), latency (we can’t cope delays) 
and reliability. To meet those requirements Camco integrated 
a performant NVIDIA GPU processor inside a new series of 
intelligent cameras. This is a unique approach as image sensor 
and image analysis hardware are only a few centimeters sepa-
rated from each other. The new cameras are part of the third 
generation OCR portal and BoxCatcher products . 

Camco has developed 

new cameras, with 

integrated NVIDIA 

TX2 module

In 2018, Camco will 

expand its manufacturing 

and warehouse facilities 

with a new wing of 500m² 

to handle increasing  

volumes and limit  

delivery times. 
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CAMCO INCREASES ITS MANUFACTURING CAPACITY 
TO MEET GROWING CUSTOMER DEMANDS

MACHINE OPERATORS NOW WORK IN THREE SHIFTS.

MILLING WORKSHOP: THREE 5-AXIS MACHINING CENTERS AND ONE TURNING CENTER.
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New Projects 
DP WORLD CALLAO    
PERU
Camco was awarded the design, installation and commission-
ing of a comprehensive Gate Automation System at DP World 
Callao, the primary gateway for Peru’s import and export con-
tainer traffic. The project will be finalized in Q2 2018. 

Eight new inbound and four new outbound lanes have been 
equipped with OCR technology and unmanned driver pedes-
tals to allow for automated processing and validation of truck 
and container data. Full integration with the terminal’s TOS 
system ensures correct and timely decisions. 

Camco’s visual based Process Automation Solutions will con-
tribute to the overall productivity, performance and safety on 
the container terminal.  

TRAPAC LOS ANGELES    
USA

Camco was awarded a comprehensive Crane OCR project 
at the TraPac terminal in the port of Los Angeles. TraPac pre-
ordered a BoxCatcher solution for 6 possibly 7 Ship-To-Shore 
cranes subject to a successful pilot project. In addition to 
the double-stacked Rail OCR system commissioned in 2017, 
3 ARMG cranes at the railside will be equipped with a static 
BoxCatcher Crane OCR solution. 

TraPac terminal at the port of Los Angeles is one of the most 
efficient and advanced automated container terminals in the 
world, with end-to-end automation from water- to land- and 
railside.  

PORTS OF AUCKLAND     
NEW ZEALAND
Ports of Auckland (POAL) is one of New Zealand’s largest con-
tainer ports and primary port by import volume. To enhance 
operational efficiency, POAL decided to implement the 
Camco Crane OCR and Rail OCR solution. 

In 2018, Camco will design and install the dynamic Crane OCR 
BoxCatcher solution on five existing and three new STS cranes. 
The Camco Crane OCR solution will be interfaced, tested and 
commissioned on all eight STS cranes and go live with Crane 
OCR BoxCatcher in Q1/2019.  

The Camco Rail OCR solution will consist of one rail OCR por-
tal, used for automated identification and inventory of railcars 
and containers and go live in Q4/2018.  

DP World Callao, Peru TraPac Los Angeles, USA 

TRICON CONTAINER TERMINAL 
NÜRNBERG, GERMANY

Automation of in- and outbound traffic with two OCR camera 
portals, complemented with LPR technology in two in- and 
outbound gate lanes.  

TriCon is a "trimodal" container terminal located in the heart of 
Germany, in Nürnberg. 

Website: http://www.tricon-terminal.de 
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MGT MONTREAL GATEWAY    
TERMINALS, CANADA
The leading operator at the Port of Montréal, Montréal 
Gateway Terminals Partnership operates two terminals, Cast 
and Racine, which have been in operation since 1969 and 
1978, respectively. MGT’s deep inland location, high opera-
tional efficiency, well-developed intermodal trucking links 
and unparalleled rail connectivity, deliver cost and time 
advantages to shipping companies serving the established 
trade routes between North America, Northern Europe and 
the Mediterranean. 

To further automate terminal processes, Camco was selected 
to provide an Automated Gate solution with in-lane OCR 
system and driver pedestals. In total 15 gate lanes will be 
equipped with OCR technology and pedestals for automated 
processing and validation of truck and container data. 

This modernization project will increase truck gate servic-
ing capacity, improve truck turnaround times and further 
enhance safety and security. 

UNITED STATES & CANADA

Phoenix, Arizona:  2 OCR camera portals, 4 matching lanes

Houston, Texas: 2 OCR camera portals, 6 matching lanes

Port Laredo, Texas: 2 OCR camera portals, 8 matching lanes

Bedford Park, Illinois: System upgrade and implementation of 
LPR technology

Willow Springs, Illinois: system upgrade and implementation 
of LPR technology

Chicago, Illinois: additional OCR portal and implementation of 
LPR technology

Montreal, Canada: 2 OCR camera portals, 10 matching lanes

PD PORTS TEESPORT    
UNITED KINGDOM
Introduction of a Gate Automation system at Teesport, 
Middlesbrough, UK, owned and operated by PD Ports for 
automated identification of containers and trailers. Teesport 
is a mixed container/RoRo/LoLo terminal in the North East of 
the UK. 

Automation of all in- and outbound traffic with OCR Portals 
at terminal entry and exit, and with 4 + 2 driver pedestals 
and LPR technology at the in- and outbound gate lanes.  
Furthermore, Camco will integrate PD Ports' Vehicle Booking 
System with Camco's mobile app. 

APERAM TERMINAL GENK  
BELGIUM

Installation of a rail OCR portal at the Belgium based stainless 
steel plant Aperam, in order to identify all incoming rail wagon 
units and capture images to check for damages.  

PATRICK ESD, MELBOURNE   
AUSTRALIA   

Kiosk-based gate automation project at Patrick East Swanson 
Dock terminal in Melbourne. The project includes truck ped-
estals, LPR and RFID technology, self-service kiosks and Gate 
Operating System. At the yard, 20 transfer point kiosks will 
assist the truck driver during container transfer. 

DP WORLD VANCOUVER   
CANADA

Upgrade of an existing Rail OCR solution at DP World 
Vancouver with new technology, including cameras, laser sys-
tems, RFID readers and LED lighting systems.

In collaboration with REMPREX, our partner for the intermodal market.



HUPAC BUSTO ARSIZIO   
ITALY

HUPAC Busto Arsizio-Gallarate is a high-volume terminal 
located in Northern Italy. HUPAC is Europe's leading inter-
modal network operator. To better serve their customers, the 
intermodal terminal has planned further automation of their 
terminal operating processes. 

In 2017, Camco implemented a Rail OCR solution, consisting 
of two customized rail OCR portals across electrified railway 
tracks, which register and process all in- and outbound railcar 
and container data.  

In 2018, a truck gate automation system will be installed, 
where two truck OCR portals at the in and out gates will opti-
mize truck process flows. Seamless integration with the TOS 
system will ensure correct and timely decisions. 
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GENESSEE & WYOMING    
DARWIN, AUSTRALIA

Successful go-live (November 2017) of a kiosk-based gate 
automation solution for the Genessee & Wyoming Berrimah 
terminal in Darwin.  

The project includes truck pedestals, LPR and RFID technology, 
driver ID cards and Gate Operating System (GOS). Genessee & 
Wyoming provides rail freight services in Australia and oper-
ates several intermodal rail terminals.

Genessee & Wyoming terminal in Darwin, Australia

COSCO KHALIFA TERMINAL   
ABU DHABI, UAE

Cosco Shipping Co. will develop and operate a new container 
terminal in Abu Dhabi's Khalifa Port, a major port in the Gulf 
region. Camco was selected by ZPMC - one of the world's larg-
est crane manufacturers - to implement a Crane OCR and a 
Gate Automation project.

Camco will install and commission a Crane OCR solution for 
automatic identification of containers handled by STS and 
ARMG cranes. In total 11 Ship-To-Shore cranes and 32 ARMG 
cranes will be equipped with a BoxCatcher Crane OCR solution.

To automate in- and outbound truck flows, Camco will imple-
ment a gate automation system. In total four OCR camera 
portals will be installed at the terminal entrance and exit, fol-
lowed by 12 driver pedestals and LPR cameras at the incoming 
and outgoing gate lanes, and two in-door self-service kiosks.

New Projects 

VOPAK TERMINAL ACS    
BELGIUM

Vopak Chemical Terminals Antwerp is specialised in the  
storage and handling of liquid chemicals. 

To automate the registration of rail containers, Camco will 
install and commission a Rail OCR system. This includes the 
delivery of a Train Gate Operator application for exception 
handling and operator tasks. 

Installation of Rail OCR Portal at VOPAK, Belgium
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Mobile truck app will speed up  
HHLA truck gate processes
Camco is developing a mobile truck app to be used at HHLA’s 
three container terminals in the port of Hamburg to further 
optimize throughput at the truck gates. This on-the-go solution 
allows truck drivers to pre-register their visit and loading infor-
mation before entering the terminals, thus gaining precious 
time at the gates. All the driver needs, is the VirtualGate app, 
his Trucker Card-ID and PIN. With a simple on-boarding pro-
cess and straightforward screens, any trucker can use this app  
without the need for training.

“With the Camco Gate Operating System (GOS) already at the 
crossroads of HHLA’s port applications and databases, this 
mobile app is a logical next step for further gate automa-
tion,” says Anton Bernaerd, Business Development Director at 
Camco. “Camco is ideally placed to combine information from 
the TOS, Vehicle Booking System, Access Control System and 
others into terminal specific apps.” 

The VirtualGate app, as well as HHLA’s new mandatory slot-
booking process, are part of HHLA’s Fuhre 4.0 initiative to 
develop digital solutions for intelligent container transport.

“As volumes in container throughput and especially peak 
demands at HHLA terminals keep growing, we are looking for 

ways to accelerate throughput times at the truck gates as well 
as increase the gate capacity without expanding the physical 
gates,” says Ingo Witte, Program Lead Fuhre 4.0 at HHLA. 

“The mobile app will support the trucker, reduce the truck 
administration processes at the truck gate and seriously 
improve gate efficiency and productivity.” With the app, which 
is to be released by mid-2018, HHLA targets more than 25.000 
weekly truck visits at the terminals.

For HHLA, main advantages will be the higher throughput and 
efficiency at the gates, better control of truck flows, and freed-
up parking space. Truck drivers and transportation companies 
will see shorter truck-turnaround times, better time-manage-
ment and more accurate data. 

What’s progressive about HHLA’s approach, is that the kiosk 
process will be partly integrated into the app. Truck drivers 
will register info that is valuable to yard operations in advance, 
such as the container position on the chassis or a 'remain on 
truck' notification. When used in combination with the imme-
diate and accurate validation via Camco’s OCR systems at the 
terminal entrance, the mobile app becomes a very powerful 
tool for container terminals.

HHLA Truck Gates
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At Camco we understand that every terminal is unique and 
has its own requirements. As a genuine engineering company, 
we develop custom-tailored automation solutions that suit 
your terminal's needs. Two recent examples of Camco's cus-
tomized in-house engineered solutions were implemented at 
a major European terminal: a set of extra-tall OCR camera por-
tals and a Truck Guidance System. 

OCR portal for double stacks
In the first place, the terminal operator was looking for an effi-
cient registration system for containers that are transported 
from the terminal  yard to the adjacent empty container stor-
age depot by means of a multi-trailer system pulling a long 
row of double-stacked containers. Our engineers designed, 
developed and implemented a set of extra-tall OCR camera 
portals at the corridor linking the terminal with the depot, 
allowing the passage of double-stacked containers. All con-
tainers passing the portals are identified and registered, using 
Camco's advanced OCR technology. 

Truck Guidance System to auto-
drive a multi-trailer across a bridge
To transport the containers to the depot, the multi-trailer 
needs to pass an extremely narrow trajectory over a rail 
bridge, requiring precision driving. The terminal operator 
was therefore also looking for a partner to help develop an 
auto-drive system. Camco implemented a custom-designed 
Truck Guidance System (TGS) that allows the multi-trailer to 
auto-drive over the bridge at a constant low speed, perfectly 
alligned and following a fixed trajectory. 

How it works: The tractor is equipped with a laser scanner, 
camera and Truck Guidance System that constantly commu-
nicates with the tractor's auto-drive control system. When the 
multi-trailer approaches the rail-track bridge, the auto-drive 
control system takes over, using the steering and speed infor-
mation provided by the TGS. GPS technology is used to track 
and visualize the position of all multi-trailers on the termi-
nal: drivers can thus make sure not to cross the bridge at the 
same time. GPS technology also steers the auto-drive system 
in the zones right before and after the bridge. When the vehi-
cle approaches the bridge, the truck speed is automatically 
limited to allow the TGS sensors to take over control when 
crossing the bridge. 

At the bridge, laser scanners continuously scan the bridge sur-
face to ensure that the vehicle is following the rail tracks. They 
detect if the wheels are correctly positioned towards the tracks 
to keep the trailer perfectly alligned. A track camera - mounted 
on the front - is connected to the on-board screen to allow the 
truck driver to check the positioning. If something is off, the 
driver can initiate an emergency stop. The embedded unit 
processes all laser scanner data, camera data and GPS signals. 

OCR portal for double-stacks 
and Truck Guidance System
AS A GENUINE ENGINEERING COMPANY, CAMCO DESIGNS, DEVELOPS AND 
IMPLEMENTS ITS OWN TECHNOLOGIES AND IS THUS ABLE TO PROVIDE CUSTOM-
TAILORED PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS.
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COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR CAMCO TECHNOLOGIES
Nico Berx joined Camco as Commercial Director in February 2018, after having worked for 
Camco on a regular basis. Passionate about sales, ports, terminals and technology, Nico has pre-
viously held various management and commercial roles with Cosmos, Vogel Belgium, Port of 
Antwerp International, RBS, Saab, Global Port Training and APEC, the Antwerp / Flanders Port 
Training Center.

Over the years, Nico has built extensive domain expertise and successfully managed complex 
sales and implementation processes. His areas of work and assignments involved handling 
equipment, terminal operating systems, port management systems, master planning, process 
optimisation, assessment of investment opportunities, management of investments in ports, 
emergency response planning, business planning, feasibility studies, design of ports and termi-
nals, equipment specification, procurement processes… For these assignments, he conducted 
or managed the sales process, personally executed or managed the project or was a member of 
the steering committee. 

CAMCO NORTH AMERICA
To better serve the American market, Camco set up a subsidiary company in Long Beach CA

"It's an exciting time for us, starting our own operations in the US", says Anton Bernaerd, Business 
Development Director at Camco. "We're grateful to have such loyal customers. We plan to invest 
a lot of time and resources and will design solutions tailored to the specific North American 
requirements and operations. Camco is looking forward to continue working on this great con-
tinent, developing and introducing industry-leading systems and solutions that help terminals 
maximize their operational efficiencies." 

With the introduction in 2003 of the first truck OCR portals at the Norfolk Southern terminal in 
Austell, GA Camco started a North-American-bound journey that became and remains a huge 
success. Being able to answer and exceed the strict requirements terminals have for OCR portals 
(high quality images of containers transported by truck, rail and STS crane, extreme high OCR 
reading rates, detection of seal presence, hazardous placards identification, fast processing, lim-
ited exception handling…), Camco was able to quickly become the industry leader and the loyal 
automation partner for most Class 1 Railroads besides many marine terminal operators on the 
East and West Coast.

Nico is also renowned for training port professionals in terminal related topics such as innovation, port management, executive 
leadership, marketing, master planning and strategy, operations, leadership, interpersonal skills and communication. 

Working with Cosmos for 10 years, Nico conducted TOS and PMIS sales processes and was involved in various implementation 
projects. After his assignment at Cosmos, he managed TOS assessment studies for various customers, gaining an excellent view 
on the currently available systems, their functionality, strengths and weaknesses and on the strategy and objectives of the com-
panies producing these systems. 

Nico Berx: "Joining a motivated team at Camco, a company with a strong vision and strategy for the future, fully matches my 
personal objectives. I see it as my role to manage sales and promote and sell the Camco solutions to continue expanding the 
market share and develop long term successful relationships with present and future customers."

Camco has today more than 150 truck and rail portals operational in North America with many more in engineering and instal-
lation phase.  For the marine operations  Camco implemented its BoxCatcher Crane OCR system in Long Beach, CA and its 
comprehensive automated gate system comprising robust, scalable and modular kiosks and proven GOS software to control 
and interface with all possible TOS systems (Navis N4, NGEN, TSB, RBS, proprietary…). 

As we want to serve all our American customers the best way possible, Camco has recently set up its subsidiary company 
Camco Technologies USA with a first location at Long Beach, CA. From its local offices in Long Beach the Camco US team is the 
primary contact for all our North American customers. The team is headed by Michael Bedford. 
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Camco Technologies is the leading technology company in innovative terminal automation 
solutions and services. Since 1999, our systems empower marine and railway terminal 
operators to increase their performance and safety while reducing operating costs. 

Camco’s core business exists of products that automate the handover process of containers 
by using visual-assisted and micro location technologies. In-house developed OCR-based 
systems accurately register containers entering or leaving the terminal by any means of 
transport, enabling the TOS to make the right decisions. The powerful combination of OCR 
Technology with Micro Location Technology provides accurate information on where a 
specific container was lifted or dropped.  

Interested? Contact us! Our team will assist you in designing, implementing and integrating 
the solution that best meets your specific needs. 

we automate, you operate

Transnet Durban Container Terminal: Camco Transfer Point Kiosk

Register for the electronic version of the Camco Times and follow the news on www.camco.be


